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Abstract: Protein secondary structure prediction is very important for its molecular structure. GOR algorithm is one of the most
successful computational methods and has been widely used as an efficient analysis tool to predict secondary structure from protein
sequence. However, the running time is unbearable with sharp growth in protein database. Fortunately, CUDA (Compute Unified Device
Architecture) provides a promising approach to accelerate secondary structure prediction. Therefore, we propose a fine-grained parallel
implementation to parallelize GOR-IV package for accelerating protein secondary structure prediction, in which each amino acid would
be assigned to one single CUDA thread, hence protein secondary structure prediction would be parallelized by many CUDA threads
simultaneously, and constant cache is resorted to cache parameter table. Experimental results show a speedup factor is more than 173X
over original GOR-IV version.
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1 Introduction
Protein structure prediction plays a very important role in
determining functions in biological systems, and protein
tertiary structure prediction is one of ultimate goals for
protein science. However, methods including homology
modeling[1]. protein fold recognition [2], and ab initio
modeling [3] for Protein tertiary structure prediction is
complex and unfeasible. Consequently, Instead of
predicting 3D structure directly, it is much easier to
predict fundamental elements of protein secondary
structure including a-helices, b-sheets, coils, and turns.
All these elements can be easily observed in protein 3D
structure and can serve as an input for protein tertiary
structure prediction successfully.
Fortunately, several methods such as GOR method[4,
5], Hydrophobic-Polar model[6] and AI methods [7, 8]
have been proposed for predicting 2D structure from
amino acid sequence. Particularly, GOR algorithm is one
of the earliest and most successful methods for secondary
structure prediction from protein sequence. It is based on
the information theory combined with the Bayesian
statistics. Although protein 2D structure prediction based
on GOR is efficient but execution time is intolerable with
steep growth in protein database. ThereforeXia presented
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a fine-grained parallel hardware implementation based on
FPGA accelerator and attained speedup factor of
430X[9], while customization of FPGA accelerator is
complex, expensive and unfeasible. Accordingly, we
introduce many-threaded GPU to parallelize GOR, which
is feasible and efficient for parallelizing protein
Secondary Structure Prediction.

2 Motivation
2.1 GOR algorithm
GOR program is one of the first major methods proposed
for protein secondary structure prediction from sequence.
The original version (GOR-I) was released in 1978 by
Garnier, Osguthorpe and Robson[4, 5].
The basic idea of GOR method is the use of
information theory and Bayesian statistics method to
relate amino acid sequence for protein secondary
structure prediction. It takes into account not only the
propensities of individual amino acids to form particular
secondary structures, but also conditional propensities of
amino acid to form a secondary structure when its
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Fig. 1 Dataflow of kernel for GOR

immediate neighbors have already formed that structure
[4, 5,9].
In the past twenty years, GOR algorithm has been
improved by larger structure databases and more detailed
statistics. The GOR-IV analyzes sequences to predict
alpha-Helix(H), Extended beta-sheet(E), or Coil(C)
secondary structure at each position based on 17-amino
acid sequence windows to consider information of local
segment, Eight nearest neighboring residues on each side
are considered for a given residue and a database of 267
sequences with known secondary structure to calculate
information function[9].
In practice, GOR runs with a single protein sequence
as input, the kernel of the algorithm executes in three
stages, as shown in figure 1. The First stage (Predic), it
predicts the 2D structure for each input amino acid. The
latter two stages (first pass and second pass), which
perform scanning procedure to correct the secondary
structure generated by the first stage.

2.2 Motivating warm-up
To identify performance bottleneck of GOR and then
accelerate and optimize the kernel component of GOR,
we have done a warm-up testing on original GOR-IV
package. Our study shows that first stage (Predic) takes
up 99% of total execution time, as described in figure 2.
Therefore, we would accelerate first stage (Predic)
using many-threaded CUDA because it is critical to
accelerate the GOR program.

3 Architecture
Usually, modern computer systems are composed of CPU
and GPU. Figure 3 shows the architecture of collaborative
system, in which GPU can be used as an accelerator to
consume data transferred from CPU into GPU with PCIe
channel on demand.
In above system architecture, GPU architecture
consists of a scalable number of streaming
multiprocessors (SMs), a read-only constant cache, and a
read-only texture cache. Each SM contains eight
streaming processor (SP) cores and every three SMs
constitute a threading multiprocessor cluster (TPC) in
NVidia GTX 280, Additionally, Each SM has16KB
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Fig. 2 Warm-up running on GOR

shared memory which is partitioned into 16 banks and
common to all 8 SPs inside it.
In CUDA-enabled GPU, instructions are structured in
SPMD (Single Program, Multiple Data), and CUDA
execution model provides three key abstractions [10], a
hierarchy of thread groups, shared memories, and barrier
synchronization. Threads have a three level hierarchy. A
grid is a set of thread blocks that execute a kernel
function. Each grid consists of blocks of threads. Each
block is composed of hundreds of threads. Threads within
one block can share data using shared memory and can be
synchronized at a barrier. All threads within a block are
executed concurrently in a form called warp, which is
composed of 32 parallel threads, and Instructions are
scheduled and managed based on warp in SIMT (Single
Instruction, Multiple Threads) architecture. Consequently,
thread-level parallelism is prone to exploited for Protein
secondary structure prediction according to CUDA
execution model as shown in Figure 3.

4 Methodology
4.1 Look-up table in Predic
Insighting into first stage (Predic), the key for Predic is
looking-up two tables including infopair and infodir. And
the principle for looking-up table is described in figure 4.
In Figure 4, top row represents current predicted
protein sequence, the ? pointing to the current residue to
predict, horizontal axis and vertical axis dis1 and dis2
represent the relative position of other residues from away
current residue to predict in the window. For each center
residue, local information for both neighboring 8 residues
would be considered. Briefly, predictions were done by
using a sliding window of a size of width 17 residues, and
details can be referred to references[4, 5, 11].
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Fig. 5 Parallelizing model for predicting residues

Fig. 3 Collaborative system architecture

Therefore, each predicting residue could be attached
to one CUDA threads, thus, hundreds of predicting
residues would be parallelized and calculated
simultaneously by many CUDA threads and good-sized
threads would group into a thread block, as illustrated in
figure 5. Comparing figure 3 and figure 5, it is obvious
that parallelizing model we proposed is catering to CUDA
execution architecture. Additionally, shared memory is
resorted to communication among threads in one thread
block, which would avoid frequent global memory or
video memory access and improve performance for
pixel-level image fusion on CUDA.

4.3 Optimization

Fig. 4 Principle for look-up table in Predic

CUDA-enabled GPU architecture is memory-bound
architecture, so reasonable data layout on CUDA and
memory optimization is critical for performance
improvement[12,11].
Usually, source data are transferred from CPU into
global memory and CUDA threads would fetch operands
frequently from global memory.
During execution, CUDA threads may access data
from multiple memory spaces such as registers, local
memory, shared memory, constant memory and texture
memory except for global memory, as detailed in table 1.

4.2 Parallelization
As illustrated in figure 4, only center residue would be
calculated in one sliding window, however, every residue
in protein sequence should be predicted one after one in
the following. Aggressively, we could issue multiple
sliding windows, hence, there are multiple center residue
would be calculated simultaneously.
More aggressively, we would make hundreds of
sliding windows in flight, because there are millions of
residues would be predicted in sequence and there are no
dependences on prediction and computation among
residues to be calculated.

Table 1 Memory Hierarchy for NVidia GTX 280
Memory
Shared
Constant
Texture
Global

Location
on-chip
on-chip cache
on-chip cache
off-chip

Size&Read only
16KBper SM/No
64KB total/Yes
up to global/Yes
1GB/No

Hit Latency
1 cycle
1 cycles
100 cycles
200-300cycles

Consequently, it is unadvisable to store source images
into global memory in predicting residues. Practically,
Programmers would resort to constant memory or texture
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memory to cache source data since registers are private by
single thread and the number is limited, and shared
memory is favor to communicate among threads in one
thread block. Hence, constant memory and texture
memory are candidates. Due to latency for texture
memory is higher than that of constant memory. Hence
we employ constant memory to store shared parameter
tables. That is because constant memory is low latency,
and its space is big enough for shared parameter tables.

5 Experimental Result
5.1 Experiment Setup
In order to validate our proposed methods, we
implemented GOR algorithm on CUDA-enabled GPU
and CPU respectively, and tested two protein data bases
with different scale: gbenv6.fsa aa, gbconl13.fsa aa,
downloaded from the NCB I ftp server[14]. And the
testing platform is configured as follows.
(1) Intel Core2 Quad 2.33 GHz, 4GB main memory,
Microsoft Visual Studio 2005
(2) GeForce GTX280, 1GB video memory or global
memory, CUDA toolkit and SDK 2.0 with NVIDIA Driver
for Microsoft Windows XP(177.98)

protein 2D structure using GOR approach is efficient but
time-consuming. Therefore we propose a fine-grained
parallel method to parallelize GOR-IV package for
accelerating protein secondary structure prediction, in
which each amino acid would be assigned to one single
CUDA thread, hence protein secondary structure
prediction would be parallelized by many CUDA threads
simultaneously, Moreover, we employ constant cache in
CUDA to boost performance further. Eventually, CUDA
version with optimization could attain more than 173X
speedup than original GOR-IV version.
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5.2 Performance Comparison
We test proposed techniques using two protein data bases
with different scale. Table 2 demonstrates performance
comparisons between original GOR-IV version, CUDA
version and optimized CUDA version with constant
cache.
As shown in Table 2, the running time for protein
secondary structure prediction is zooming when protein
database is increasing. Accordingly, running time for
protein secondary structure prediction would be
unbearable with sharp growth in protein database. But
execution time is falling sharply when introducing CUDA
for parallelizing protein secondary structure prediction.
And speedup is increasing when protein database is
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6 Conclusions
GOR method is one of the earliest and most successful
methods in 2D structure prediction. However, predicting
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